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Rationale 
The purpose of this document is to provide guidelines as well as a path to operate KWSC with the 

utmost safety considerations. This includes programming and administration at Carolyn Fedy Skating 

Centre (CFSC) and any other rinks in which KWSC operates.  This plan complies with all laws, 

guidelines and recommendations from the government of Ontario, Region of Waterloo Public Health, 

Skate Canada, Skate Ontario and the cities of Kitchener and Waterloo.  This document builds on the 

Return to Play Protocols of Skate Ontario and is to be used in tandem with that Return to Play 

document. The knowledge surrounding COVID-19 is evolving, therefore this plan will be updated 

regularly as circumstances change.   

OF NOTE: 

Office employees, coaches and fitness instructors are all referred to as “staff” below. The term 

“volunteers” applies to all volunteers including board members, program assistants, etc. 

Section 1 Club Skating Operations 

CSO - 001 Compliance with Regulations   
KWSC will follow the guidelines, laws, regulations, by-laws and orders from the Government of 

Canada, Government of Ontario, Region of Waterloo Public Health, Skate Canada, Skate Ontario, 

and the City of Waterloo. The Executive Director updates this document in accordance with guidance 

from public health, our municipalities where we operate and Skate Ontario.    

CSO-002 Compliance with these protocols 
Each coach, skater, staff and volunteer is responsible for implementing and complying with both 

Skate Ontario and KWSC protocols.  The “Acknowledgment, Release, Indemnity, and Assumption of 

Risk Regarding COVID-19” Form will require electronic sign-off from skaters/guardians and will be 

tracked in the online registration system (Uplifter). For staff and volunteers, this form can also be 

found on the Skate Ontario website. Staff and volunteers must hand in a hard copy of this form to the 

KWSC office before returning to the rink.  These forms will be kept by the Membership Coordinator.   

CSO-003 COVID-19 Education 
KWSC will educate its staff, skaters, parents and volunteers on the safety and hygiene protocols as 

laid out in Appendix A “COVID-19 Education Resources” of Skate Ontario’s plan. This Appendix will 
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be sent to all skaters upon registration.  Every staff member is required to review this Appendix. 

Training on this Return to Play plan will include this Appendix and will be held before staff and 

volunteers returning to the rink.  

CSO-004 COVID-19 Club Response Plan 
KWSC has appointed the following individuals to the COVID-19 Oversight Group:  

Name  Position Email 

Debra Brown Executive Director  dbrown@kwsc.org 

Pat teBoekhorst Technical Director pteboekhorst@kwsc.org 

Karen Van Soelen-

White  

Chair, Joint Health 

and Safety 

Committee 

kvansoelen2@gmail.com 

Brooke Jacobson Membership 

Services 

Coordinator 

kwsc@kwsc.org 

Leah Smeaton  CanSkate Coach ldsmeaton@rogers.com 

 

If anyone has questions about any aspect of the Return to Play protocols or the policies and 

procedures related to COVID-19, they should contact one of the individuals above (preferably 

beginning at the top of this list).  

If an individual becomes unwell with symptoms of COVID-19, they should follow KWSC’s protocols as 

outlined in “Appendix B: COVID-19 Club Response Plan”.  

The coach will take charge of the situation if there is anyone who fails the Health Screening 

Questionnaire or falls ill while at the rink.  Specifically, a member of the KWSC Oversight Group 

needs to be informed immediately. That member will follow Skate Ontario’s COVID-19 Club 

Response Plan that has been tailored to fit KWSC’s environment.  The Oversight Group will manage 

all communication pertaining to each report. The Oversight Group will inform the City of Waterloo 

(facility) and will communicate any required steps to be taken at the facility that will impact KWSC 

staff, volunteers and families back to participants. The Oversight Group and/or Public Health will 

inform other skaters who might have been in close contact with the individual and will advise them not 

to participate in club activities and to follow public health guidelines until the diagnosis of COVID-19 is 

ruled out by health professionals.  

The KWSC Withdrawal and Cancellation policies are available on the KWSC website under the 

“Policies” section.  

KWSC Communication Plan 
KWSC will post updates on the website under the “News” section and will continue to engage with 

social media followers encouraging them to check the updates on the websites.  Direct email lists will 

be used to communicate with skaters and staff.  The order in which communications come from the 

club is always board, staff, volunteers, and then skaters/ families. The Executive Director is 
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responsible for these communication pieces. This has been done typically bi-weekly to staff and 

board via email, monthly updates on the website and daily updates on social media.  

To return to the rink, webinars will be held with staff, and an email will be sent to all members with 

notification of the reopening of the CFSC at RIM Park (and subsequent areas). As well, one webinar 

with parents of skaters will be held before the first registrants return to the ice.   

If members need to be informed of a COVID-19 test taking place, or positive result(s) of a test, this 

will be done by email to the Board of Directors, staff, and those skaters currently enrolled. There may 

be a period where the program is shut-down to allow for cleaning and communication in the event of 

a COVID-19 case being suspected or confirmed in a program at RIM Park. The responsibility for 

cleaning lies with the City of Waterloo.  

The board has designated the ED and President to be the public spokespersons for the club in case 

of an emergency (i.e. COVID-19 Outbreak declared at the rink). The ED will notify the President of 

the Board if there is a suspected case and will notify the whole board if there is a confirmed case.  

All staff and skaters need to be encouraged to consider their own mental health and anxiety about 

being together (but still physically distanced) at the rink as we return to skating.  All staff and skaters 

need to respect the comfort levels of each other and are encouraged to be polite but forthcoming 

about their own mental health, and level of anxiety. Staff are encouraged to voice any health and 

safety concerns (i.e. ran out of cleaning supplies, etc.) to their supervisor or any office staff. 

CSO-005 Club Office 
The KWSC Club office will remain closed to walk-in traffic (from skaters, coaches and volunteers) in 

this first phase of reopening. This will minimize the chance of contagion. All office business can be 

conducted virtually and via the mailboxes outside the office.   

CSO-006 Scheduling 
Skating sessions are scheduled for 50 minutes of skating and 10 minutes of cleaning between 

sessions. Skaters must register online in advance of these sessions.  The City of Waterloo staff will 

clean touchpoints throughout the CFSC throughout the day.  All skaters and coaches need to avoid 

lingering and stick to their scheduled time slots in order to follow provincial guidelines around 

gatherings and public health recommendations on physical distancing.  All participants need to keep 

strict timing on sessions and entry and exit of the rink. 

To establish a routine and enforce protocols, the ED, TD or Membership Coordinator will be on-site to 

ensure protocols are being followed between sessions for the first week of reopening. Attendance 

and Health Screening will be checked daily.  Audits of the protocols will be recorded and filed. Audits 

will become more frequent again whenever new skaters are welcomed back to the rink.   

CSO-007 Multiple Facilities 
Coaching and skating at multiple locations is strongly discouraged.  Individuals should consider the 

following: 

• Use new face mask and gloves at each location 

• Managing schedules to avoid entering different facilities on the same day 
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CSO-008 Facility Coordination 
Signage to address public health and safety are on display around the rink by the City of Waterloo. 

Directional signage will be developed and maintained by KWSC. A thorough cleaning will be done by 

city staff as frequently as required. This includes washrooms in the coaches’ room and change 

rooms. The official First Aid Room in CFSC will be used for all first aid needs (as opposed to 

accessing a first aid kit in the coaches’ room or KWSC office). KWSC will follow City and Skate 

Ontario protocols as they apply to other rinks in RIM Park. KWSC works with the Cities to coordinate 

the flow of traffic, signage and cleaning. At RIM Park, KWSC has agreed with the City of Waterloo to 

conduct proof of vaccination checks. The Kitchener rinks provide an Ambassador to perform COVID-

19 proof of vaccination checks.   

CSO-009 Self-Screening 
All individuals taking part in KWSC activities must complete a health screening under current public 

health guidelines daily. Individuals must not attend any training sessions or club activities if they fail 

the screening test. The Executive Director monitors self-screening results daily.   

All coaches, staff, volunteers, etc. must complete self-screening digitally before reporting for their shift 

in a KWSC activity.  Skaters DO NOT self screen.  

CSO-010 Health Screening 
Coaches or Fitness Instructors screen skaters before their session begins.  

All individuals must be screened daily using the Province of Ontario’s Questionnaire. Signage is 

posted outside reminding spectators of digital screening before they enter the rink.  

Referring to the signage displaying the Daily Health Screening Questionnaire, Coaches will ask 

skaters to answer these questions. In the ‘Notes’ section in Uplifter, coaches will record Y or N if the 

skater has passed the health screening.  

All spectators (parents/guardians) and Coaches must use the Digital Health Screening tool before 

they leave for the rink. All spectators are to fill out the Digital Health Screening Tool with their phone 

(if they haven’t already).   Refer to signage with the QR Code for the Screening Tool if you get to the 

rink and realize you haven’t done your self-screening.  

CSO-011 Attendance Tracking 
Attendance of all skaters/coaches/choreographers will be recorded and kept to assist with contact 

tracing in the event of any positive COVID-19 cases within the club.  The coach is responsible for 

ensuring this logging and tracking is taking place. One coach on each session will take attendance of 

all skaters. This will be done through the online database (Uplifter).  

 

For other RIM Park rinks:  The Coach will conduct attendance as stated above via Uplifter.  

KWSC asks all skaters to email their coach and/or KWSC@kwsc.org if they will be absent from their 

skating lesson.     

file://///192.168.16.4/shared/ED%20FOLDER/Risk%20Management/Pandemic/return%20to%20play/KWSC@kwsc.org%20
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Section 2 Club Skating Programming (CSP)   

CSP – 001 Programming  
In Step 3 of Ontario's COVID-19 Roadmap to Reopen, clubs and skating schools may offer all Skate 

Canada and club skating programs provided they follow the relevant provincial, local and facility 

requirements and the programs are taking place within the permitted facility capacity limits. KWSC 

offers: Competitive Skate, STARSkate, SYS, CanPower and CanSkate. 

CSP-002 Assessment Days 

Assessment Days will be offered according to Skate Ontario guidelines.  

CSP-003 Limitations on sizes of training groups   

All training sessions must follow provincial and local public health as well as facility guidelines 

concerning the size of gatherings.  

All individuals on and off the ice must follow all physical distancing requirements unless they are from 

the same household or social circle, or they are actively exercising. There must be a minimum of one 

coach on the ice for each session.  

KWSC will not exceed the City of Waterloo and the City of Kitchener maximums in rinks. The Fedy 

ice rink is Olympic size. The KWSC staff will consider the size of the ice surface, level of skater, 

quality of programming, physical distancing and facility access when determining training group sizes 

for the sessions. 

CSP-004 Pairs and Ice Dance  
In Step 3 of Ontario's COVID-19 Roadmap to Reopen, Pairs / Ice Dance couples must follow the 

guidelines below in training: Physical distancing is not required between pair and ice dance skaters. 

Skaters are encouraged to continue hand-hygiene practices by sanitizing their hands before and after 

all training sessions where contact has taken place 

CSP-005 Synchronized Skating (SYS) 
In Step 3 of Ontario's COVID-19 Roadmap to Reopen, Synchronized Skating teams must follow the 

guidelines below in training:  SYS teams may train together as a whole team with no physical 

distancing required. 

Section 3 Off-Ice Activities (OFA) 

OFA-001 Facility Access and Traffic Flow  
Skaters and coaches are expected to be at the Athletic Centre entrance (maintaining physical 

distancing) no more than 15 minutes before their session. 

If skaters or coaches need to travel from skating to attend a fitness class, they need not exit the 

building.  

Under Step 3, physically distancing is still required at all times that someone is not engaging in 

exercise. This includes lining up outside the AC or rink to enter.  
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In RIM Park, the washroom in the main lobby is the only washroom to be used by all spectators, and 

office staff. 

As of September 22, 2021, all spectators, community members of the Athletic Centre (AC) and 
skaters (who are 18 years or older) will need to provide proof of full vaccination along with 
identification to access any program or service operated by KWSC at any location. There are a few 
exemptions: 

 Children under 12 years of age 

 Skaters under 18 years of age who are actively participating in a KWSC program 

 Individuals with a medical exemption and a written document form a physician or registered 

nurse extended class or nurse practitioner  

Adult Skater Participants (18 and older) who choose not to get vaccinated, and do not provide a 

medical reason will have to withdraw from their skating program. A credit or refund will be issued 

based on the notice received and following the KWSC Withdrawal Policy.    

OFA-002 Spectators 
Only 1 parent/guardian per skater is allowed, and only if the skater is 17 or younger. Spectators must 

physical distance and wear a mask.  

OFA – 003 Personal Hygiene 
Individuals should wash/sanitize hands upon entry to the facility. KWSC will provide cleaning products 

to coaches to use to clean equipment at the rinks. 

OFA-004 Warm-up/Cool-down 
In Step 3 of Ontario's COVID-19 Roadmap to Reopen, there is no requirement for physical distancing 

when engaged in sports or games at an indoor or outdoor facility. However, KWSC is strongly 

recommending all athletes and coaches physical distance as much as possible during warm-ups and 

cool-downs.  As well, KWSC recommends skaters wear a mask during this time unless they are 

physically exerting themselves. All KWSC fitness instructors must wear a mask.  

Skaters may access the AC for warm-ups before their skating session. Skaters should arrive no more 

than 20 minutes before their skating session if they would like to do a 10-minute warm-up in the 

dance studio. 10 minutes before skating sessions, skaters can leave the dance studio and enter the 

rink. If there is not enough room in the dance studio to physically distance, skaters are encouraged to 

use the bikes at the end of the rink to warm up or cool down. 

Warm-ups may take place inside the Athletic Centre’s Dance Studio.  If you are a skater or instructor 

accessing the dance studio to either warm-up or attend a group fitness class, you should proceed 

down the hallway towards the conditioning room (not towards the rink). Enter the dance studio from 

the door across from the AC office.  Exit the dance studio through the AC hallway door which is 

closest to the door where you would usually access the rink. If this room is already full, then skaters 

may go into the conditioning room in the AC to warm up.   

The dance studio has been equipped with an air purifier to improve air circulation and further mitigate 

the risk of contagion.  As well, the doors are always propped open and a fan has been added to the 

room.   
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See “Return to the Gym” for the full AC protocols.  

OFA-005 Personal Protective Equipment  
Individuals must follow Provincial and local public health guidelines with respect to wearing masks 

and face coverings within indoor facilities.  

Coaches: Required to follow all provincial and facility regulations with respect to wearing a mask or 

face covering when in an indoor facility. Coaches are permitted to temporarily remove their mask or 

face covering when engaged in athletic or fitness activity. 

Skaters: Required to follow all provincial and facility regulations with respect to wearing a mask or 

face covering when in an indoor facility. Skaters are permitted to temporarily remove their mask or 

face covering when engaged in athletic or fitness activity.  

Fitness Instructors: Required to follow all provincial and facility regulations with respect to wearing a 

mask or face covering when in an indoor facility.  Recommended to wear a mask even when teaching 

a fitness class due to the length of time in a smaller area with an unvaccinated population (skaters 

under 18). 

OFA-006 Dressing Rooms 
Dressing rooms will be available for use in the rink where the skater skates. These rooms will be 

open for changing and washroom purposes.  Showers remain closed.  All those using a change room 

must physical distance by 2 metres and wear a mask. KWSC recommends skaters come ready to 

skate.     

Coaches Room:  Coaches are to physical distance and wear a mask in the coaches’ room unless 

they are eating/drinking.  

OFA-007 Skates On/Off 
Skaters and coaches will put their skates on/remove their skates in dressing rooms or on the 

bleachers while maintaining physical distancing guidelines and wearing a mask  

OFA-008 Personal Items 
Individuals are permitted to use lockers in the Dressing Rooms.  

OFA-009 Entry/Exit from Ice  
Skaters have only 15 minutes after their session to clear the rink area. Skaters and parents must 

follow physical distancing protocols and remain at least 2m apart from any other individual while 

waiting to enter and exit the building, rink and ice surface. Individuals from the same household or 

social circle are not required to follow physical distancing requirements.   

Skaters 
 
Skaters (under 18) arrive at Manulife Sportsplex a maximum of 15 minutes before their session. Enter 
through the AC doors (regardless of which rink they will skate in), they should proceed to the rink 
where they will be skating.  
Coaches and/or fitness instructors will continue to take attendance and do a health screening with 
skaters. 
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Skaters 18 years of age or older, should proceed to the Athletic Centre Membership Desk to provide 
their identification and proof of vaccination. Then proceed to the rink.  
 
Spectators 
 
KWSC is allowing one spectator per skater (in order to ensure capacity limits set by the cities are 
met). Spectators should complete their health screening online before entering the building. The link 
is here or can be found on the main page of KWSC.org. It is an orange button.  
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSduTcpoWNpyrJc4_OO0VBaQ8yu3LVqLClOOR8T1RM7
NRwluWg/viewform 
Spectators (of any age) should proceed to the Athletic Centre Membership Desk to provide their 
identification and proof of vaccination. Then proceed to the rink.  
 

We are recommending that during more heavily populated sessions such as CanSkate, skaters leave 

the building in their skate guards to save time exiting the rink.  KWSC recommends skaters come 

ready to skate with guards on, and wear them out of the building in order to limit the time spent 

around the rink after their session has ended. This will improve traffic flow.  

 

Section 4 On-Ice Activities (ONA) 

 
ONA-001 Personal Protective Equipment 

See OFA-005 above. 

Individuals must follow local Public Health guidelines concerning wearing face masks within facilities.  

Everyone must put on a mask before entering the building. “Everyone” includes all skaters, coaches, 

spectators, and office staff. Skaters and Coaches must keep their masks on while putting skates on 

and off.  When a person goes onto the ice to skate, they can remove their mask. This must be put 

back on carefully as soon as you get off the ice.  This applies to all coaches and skaters. It’s 

recommended that coaches wear a face mask while coaching from rink side.  

ONA-002 Physical Distancing 

KWSC recommends physical distancing at all time when off the ice.  Individuals from the same 

household are not required to follow physical distancing requirements.  

ONA-003 Personal Items  

Skaters must use individual water bottles, tissue boxes etc. during training sessions. No sharing of 

these items is permitted.  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSduTcpoWNpyrJc4_OO0VBaQ8yu3LVqLClOOR8T1RM7NRwluWg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSduTcpoWNpyrJc4_OO0VBaQ8yu3LVqLClOOR8T1RM7NRwluWg/viewform
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ONA-004 Playing Music  
Music will be turned on by one of the coaches at the beginning of the session and turned off by the 

coach at the end. Skaters should not touch the music equipment. The coach appointed to change the 

music (if required) for the whole session will clean the area before and after use.  

ONA-005 On-Ice Coaching  
When coaches, choreographers and skaters are actively participating in skating, they are not required 

to maintain physical distancing of at least 2m from any other person during the session. 

ONA-006 Harness 

The use of harnesses is permitted in the following situations:  

• Mounted and portable harnesses are permitted  

• The skater and coach must wear a non-medical face mask at all times when the harness is in 

use  

• The harness must be disinfected and/or sanitized before and after each use using a spray or 

wipe  

• The coach/skater should sanitize their hands before and after use  

• Where possible, coaches are encouraged to stay more than 2m apart from skaters during 

harness lessons 

• Harness lessons should be limited to no more than 15 minutes with adequate time allowed in 

between lessons to disinfect the equipment  

• Consideration could be made to making a secondary disinfected harness or chest strap 

available to more easily rotate skaters between harness lessons. 

Section 5 Athletic Centre  
See the “Return to the Gym” plan on the KWSC website.  
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